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The journal of the last months of William
Burroughs life. 20 November 1996: Well,
its time for my Ovaltine and a long good
night. Burroughs died in 1997, after a
lifetime of notoriety. The granddaddy of
the Beats, druggy, dangerous and bleak,
author of thirteen controversial, shocking
novels. In his final years, he was writing
only in his journals. The last nine months
of his diaries are here in Last Words, and
they form a complex, rarely seen, personal
portrait of Burroughs at the end of his life,
coming to terms with ageing and death.
Although well into his eighties, the man we
see is nevertheless the same old Burroughs,
still riling against the Establishment, still
contemptuous of the state of the human
race, still shocking, bleak and very funny.
The diaries are full of anecdotes and
memories, entries on the joys of
housekeeping, dealing with doctors,
shooting a video with U2, musings on his
beloved cats, drug-taking and government
cover-ups. These journals contain some of
the most brutally personal prose Burroughs
has ever written. The deaths of his friends,
Allen Ginsberg and Timothy Leary,
provide a window onto the preparations he
was making for his own death -- a quest for
absolution marked by a profound sense of
guilt and loss.
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The Last Word with Lawrence ODonnell on MSNBC Granted, in order to record someones final words, there has to
be some normality and/or convenience to the persons death for the most part, youll not find any The Last Word
Festival 2016 - Roundhouse 25 Last Words From Patients That Will Make You Smile, Shiver, and The Last
Word is a gin-based prohibition-era cocktail originally developed at the Detroit Athletic Club source?. While the drink
eventually fell out of favor, it has 64 People and Their Famous Last Words Mental Floss Book tickets now for the
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Roundhouses festival of spoken word, storytelling and live performance. Last words - Wikiquote These people had it
all figured out. Read the most memorable last words from some of the much influential people of their time. The Last
Word (cocktail) - Wikipedia Dying words of famous people - the last words spoken by celebrities before death,
includes last words of executed criminals, famous suicide notes and death Last Words - Tiny Subversions Graham
Chapman, the first member of Monty Python to shrug off the mortal coil, was dying of cancer - and on his final day, said
his last words Famous Last Words - TV Tropes Last Words (2015) - IMDb Famous last words may be in the form
of epitaphs, letters or even suicide notes, but are often impromptu sayings coined by and spoken by the dying person for
Dying Words: Last Words Spoken By Famous People At Death Last words have always fascinated people. Perhaps
they hold an echo of wisdom or a biting witticism or at least a hint about whos getting The famous last words of
famous people Get the latest news and video from Lawrence ODonnell, and join The Last Words community. BBC
Radio 4 - Last Word Last words - Wikipedia Short At the Daughters of Lot Actors Home, Miss Larson confounds
Nurse Jenkins by weaving the last words of the famous and infamous into a coded none Last Words [George Carlin,
Tony Hendra] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Now in paperback, this posthumous work by an American :
Last Words (9780316122634): Michael Koryta: Books An index page listing Famous Last Words content. Contrary to
popular belief, very few fatal injuries result in instant death. As long as you havent been Bachs last words Composers famous last words - Classic FM And to my family, know that I love every single one of you and pray that
God gives you peace and strength. Last Words. Occurrences of Love in Last Words of Famous last words of 19
famous people - Business Insider Death tends to bring what is really important to the fore, and last words are a
characters expression of who they really are. Whether they are going out with a Last words (disambiguation) Wikipedia Buy Last Words on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. Mozarts last words - Composers famous last
words - Classic FM Famous last words of 18 famous people - Business Insider We hear the expression famous last
words all the time, right? Its always interesting to learn what people said before they passed on to the other side. Images
for Last Words Last words are a persons final words spoken before death. Last Words may also refer to: Last Words
(book), a memoir by George Carlin Last Words (film), Last Words Spoken By Criminals Before Execution - Ranker
Translation: Applaud, my friends, the comedy is finished. the formula traditionally used to end a performance of
commedia dellarte. Note: His final words are subject to historical debate, and vary with many biographies. Among those
that have been reported to be his last words are: I shall hear in Heaven. Last words - Wikiquote Although its difficult to
verify Mozarts last words, he allegedly passed away after saying: The taste of death is upon my lipsI feel something, that
is not of this Last words - Plane Crash Info Comedy Harriet is a retired businesswoman who tries to control
everything around her. Mark Pellington in The Last Word (2017) Shirley MacLaine and Mark Pellington in The Last
Word (2017) Amanda Seyfried in The Last Word (2017). Last Words - TV Tropes Dont cry for me, for I go where
music is born, Bach said to his wife as he lay on his deathbed. Or, so the story goes Last Words: The Final Recordings
- Wikipedia News for Last Words Last Word. Radio 4s weekly obituary programme, telling the life stories of those
who have died recently. Add Last Word to Favourites Add Last Wordto none In her 2014 memoir, Ginger Alden
revealed then-fiance Elvis Presleys final words before his death in 1977. During a night of sleeplessness, Presley told
Alden,
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